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Happy 2013, everyone! I hope that everyone’s year 
has gotten off to a good start. It sure seems that way in 
the Maryland library world. In this issue, you’ll find a 
preview of some of the hot MLA-DLA joint conference 
topics and programs in Conference Director Emily 
Gamertsfelder’s article, “Forging New Paths: Radical 
and Relevant: MLA-DLA Joint Conference, May 8–10, 
2013.” This article gives us a preview of some of the 
conference’s engaging featured speakers and a glimpse 
of the ever-popular annual conference, which is some-
thing to certainly look forward to in 2013.

A new MLA interest group has also made its de-
but early on in 2013. Affectionately known as “SMUG,” 
the Social Media Users Group had its first meeting on 
January 10th. This new group is designed to help librar-
ians and libraries develop or modify existing social 
media practices, among so many other aims.

However, as an oft quoted farewell song once said, 
“every new beginning is part of some other beginning’s 
end,” we bid adieu to MLA’s Trustees Division. Past 
president of the Trustees Division, Simmona Simmons, 
offers farewell to the Division in a wonderful tribute 
found in this issue.

In 2013, I hope that we all find radical and relevant 
paths, stunning debuts, and gracious ways to end be-
ginnings started long ago and begin with something 
new. Here’s hoping that this issue of the Crab inspires 
you succeed in all that you do in 2013.

Annette Haldeman, Crab Editor
Department of Legislative Services Library ■

Editor’s Note

10

11

9
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In my last message, I expressed that I was delighted to see so many energetic 
and brilliant librarians throughout Maryland carrying on the important 
work of the Maryland Library Association. In this message, I’m pleased to 
highlight programs that took place this fall, and efforts that are continuing 
into the winter months and beyond, that reflect this energy and brilliance. 

I heartily thank all the hard working MLA members involved. 
First, my congratulations to the Children’s Services Division (CSD) and CSD 

program planners Nancy Haile (Carroll County Public Library) and Eileen Kuhl 
(Baltimore County Public Library) for putting together the first annual Black Eyed 
Susan Tapestry (BEST) Conference on September 29th, at Carroll Community Col-
lege. Sixty-six people participated in this book discussion event. In preparation 
for the daylong conference, participants chose discussion groups and read mul-
tiple books assigned to each group. The books on the reading lists were Black Eyed 
Susan Book Award nominees, selected annually by a committee of the Maryland 
Association of School Librarians (MASL) and voted upon by students. After the dis-
cussions, engaging presentations on new children’s books and a talk on successful 
programs centered around Black Eyed Susan Award books rounded out the day. 
The BEST evaluations were outstanding and conveyed how appreciative the audi-
ence was to have this statewide book discussion. 

Later in the fall, MLA fulfilled an item from its strategic plan: “MLA is commit-
ted to partnerships to strengthen learning opportunities for members.” A speed 
mentoring workshop, coordinated by the Maryland Chapter of the Special Librar-
ies Association (SLA) in collaboration with MLA’s Development of Aspiring and 
Emerging Librarians (DEAL) group, Library Management Division (LMD), and the 
Leadership Development Committee, was held on October 10, at Anne Arundel 

County’s West County Area Library. The popular workshop offered mentees from 
a variety of library backgrounds the opportunity to meet and connect with po-
tential mentors. In fact, the program proved so successful that it will be offered at 
the MLA-DLA Annual Conference in May.

In addition to the fall program highlights, it is also my pleasure to welcome the 
Social Media Users Group (SMUG) as an MLA Interest Group. The Executive Board 
approved the new group in November. The first official meeting of SMUG was on 
Thursday, January 10th. Topics on SMUG’s agenda included: social media successes 
and failures; managing your organization’s social media presence; and figuring 
out what social media platforms are best for your community of users. 

In addition to social media presence, Maryland libraries have also been study-
ing their evolving role as “place.” We have devoted significant time, energy and 
resources into creating inviting places where people want to spend time. On 
November 28th, hundreds of library staff throughout Maryland attended a very ex-
citing presentation on “Maker Spaces.” We not only got to try our hand at making 
a variety of things, but also, we learned about inspiring creative space initiatives 
going on in Maryland and beyond.   

Speaking of creative spaces, my congratulations also go to Anne Arundel 
Community College on their new library! When I attended the grand opening on 
November 30th, it was clear that the new Andrew G. Truxal Library is the hub of 
campus activity, with more than 20 group study rooms, 200 computer workspaces, 
and a study area featuring a fireplace.

Finally, I want to thank Conference Director Emily Gamertsfelder and her com-
mittee, who are all working hard to offer an engaging 2013 conference. Plan to join 
us in Ocean City on May 8 – 10, 2013! ■

President’s
Message Lynn Wheeler

Carroll County Public Library
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ALA Chapters Issue 
Joint Statement on 
E-Content Pricing
Pat Hofmann, ALA Councilor for Maryland

The Maryland Library Association and nearly 
all of the other 57 state and regional chapters of the 
American Library Association have signed a joint 
statement in opposition to the practices of publishers 
and distributors that have established unfair pricing 
in the sale of e-books to libraries. 

The statement reads as follows:
“The American people long ago realized the im-

portance of creating and maintaining a literate and 
informed citizenry. Publishers, authors, distributors, 
and literary agencies have long recognized the im-
portant role played in our society by our libraries. In 
the past, they have supported libraries by providing 
purchasing discounts of printed materials, promot-
ing authors, and working with librarians to increase 
accessibility and enjoyment of the written word.

In this technological age, libraries must stay re-
sponsive to the public and deliver the written word 
in both electronic and print formats. The Indiana Li-
brary Federation, the New Jersey Library Association, 
and the Montana Library Association are increas-
ingly concerned about the publishers and distributors 
whose policies withhold e-content from library users.

Libraries, like other consumers, should be free to buy 
any published e-content at competitive prices, to keep 
these items in their collection, and to loan them to their 
patrons. Anything less violates basic democratic prin-
ciples of a free market, freedom of speech, and equitable 
access. If financial barriers are removed in libraries, all 

citizens would have equal access to this material.
The Indiana Library Federation is in agreement 

with the Montana Library Association, which asks 
publishers of e-content to place libraries on a level 
playing field with other consumers of e-content. The 
cooperative relationship among publishers, authors, 
distributors, and agents must be restored.

We are aware that the American Library Asso-
ciation is our national voice to advocate for access 
to content for all members of our society and that 
the ALA has a Working Group on Digital Content in Librar-

ies [http://connect.ala.org/node/159669] examining 
many of the issues identified above.

The Indiana Library Federation, the New Jersey 
Library Association, and the Montana Library Asso-
ciation strongly oppose the actions by publishers and 
distributors who set unfair conditions for the sale of 
e-content to libraries. These conditions include unfair 
pricing, controlled distribution, restricted ownership, 
and reduced access of e-content.

We join with the American Library Association 
and the other state chapters to speak out and vigor-
ously oppose these discriminatory policies.” ■

An Ode to the Trustees 
Division
Simmona E. Simmons, Past President, Trustees 

Division
Thanks to all of you who have supported MLA’s 

Trustees Division in so many different ways for so 
many years. If you have participated or attended pro-
grams sponsored by the Trustees and Friends, your 
assistance has been so appreciated.

A salute to all who served over the years in 

leadership as the President of the Division. Let’s 
hear a drum roll for the late David Goldsmith, for 
Catherine Reed, Isabelle Dowdy, Joan Beck, Michael 
Schaefer, Barbara Nash, and others before. Thank you 
for your sacrifice and service.

In the future, the Trustees Division will take on a 
different structure. This does not diminish the con-
tributions you are making to the community. Stay 
tuned to hear more details.

Trustees, I believe your term as a Trustee must be 
personally satisfying and rewarding. Your commit-
ment and valuable input have moved ideas to action. 
Great things happen in the library community be-
cause of YOU!

I appreciate your support for the past several years. 
Also, I am so grateful to Susan Schmidt and her group 
who have been willing to step up with programming 
ideas. I am grateful as well to the Executive Director 
of MLA, Margaret Carty, and to all the Presidents of 
MLA, from whom I have learned much.

On behalf of Maryland libraries, thank you for 
serving and volunteering your time to a great cause.
 ■

Be A Blogger @ BEA
Kevin F. Doyle, Reed Exhibitions

With BEA 2013 (BookExpo America) right around 
the corner in May, we are once again looking for our 
“Official Librarian Blogger!” This position will not 
only offer free admission to BEA 2013, but with the 
title, online recognition and audience that loves to 
engage in all things books! Find out more about 
BookExpo here: http://www.bookexpoamerica.com/Home/

Interested? Email Colleen Griffin @ cgriffin@reedexpo.
com to learn more about this fantastic opportunity! ▶

http://connect.ala.org/node/159669
http://connect.ala.org/node/159669
http://www.bookexpoamerica.com/Home/
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Connecting 
e-Librarians State-wide: 
Social Media Users 
Group (SMUG)
Erica Jesonis, Cecil County Public Library

Chances are, your library has a social media pres-
ence or is thinking of starting one. From blogs to 
Facebook to Twitter to Pinterest, social media has 
potential as a great library marketing tool. But with 
limited resources and new social media options pop-
ping up all the time, managing these platforms well 
is a daunting task. To help with these issues, MLA has 
formed a new, exciting interest group–SMUG, the So-
cial Media Users Group.

This group is perfect for e-Librarians and other 
library staff responsible for cultivating their librar-
ies’ virtual spaces. The group’s mission is to explore 
uses of social media and their applicability to library 
services and to provide a venue for sharing experi-
ences, ideas, and best practices pertaining to social 
media. Through regular meetings (both physical and 
virtual), SMUG will delve into topics such as using 
tools to manage social media, analyzing effective-
ness of social media efforts, evaluating new social 
media platforms, and launching successful social me-
dia campaigns. SMUG also will be offering a great talk 
on collaborative blogging at the upcoming 2013 MLA/
DLA Conference.

The first SMUG meeting was held on Thursday, Jan-
uary 10 at the MLA Office from 1-3 pm. To join the 
SMUG listserv and learn about future meetings, please 
email Erica Jesonis at ejesonis@ccplnet.org.

“All the news that’s fit to format.” And we mean all. The more you contribute, the more 
you help the community innovate and serve. Check the masthead on the last page for our 
address, and tell us what you and your colleagues have been up to.

You’re making news. Now, let us all read it.

Send us the News!
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Conference time is coming up quicker than you 
might think! Divisions of both MLA and DLA 
have planned a lineup of sessions that are sure to 
appeal to every type of librarian, from academic 
to public, from story time performers to gene-
alogists. Add in the Silent Auction, Pub Quiz, 
Dance Party, and Vendor Prize Drawings, and 
it’s bound to be a good time for all!

Here’s a sneak peek at a few of our featured 
speakers:
The Networked Library

Lee Rainie, Director of the Pew Research Center’s Internet & American Life 
Project, will discuss the Project’s research about the changing world of reading 
and the changing role of libraries in their communities. He will discuss how revo-
lutions in broadband use, mobile connectivity and social media have affected the 
world of librarians and changed the expectations of patrons about how libraries 
can serve their communities.

“The Pew Internet Project has been part of America’s tech landscape for nearly 
as long as Google has, and five years longer than Facebook. Through that time it 
has earned respect and attention for its careful, systematic studies of the ways in 
which networked connectivity is changing some daily patterns of commercial, 
educational, and social interactions–and the other long-standing human patterns 
it had reinforced. In [his book, Networked: the New Social Operating System,] the 
Project’s leader, Lee Rainie, and his co-author Barry Wellman build on that analy-
sis to explain what we already know about technology’s impact on our lives, what 
we can see coming, and where the biggest surprises and uncertainties still lie.” ▶

Forging New Paths:
Radical & Relevant

MLA-DLA Joint Conference
May 8–10, 2013

Emily Gamertsfelder, 2013 MLA-DLA Conference Chair, Frederick County 
Public Libraries
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–James Fallows, national correspondent and technology analyst for The Atlantic.
“Just as I would not let my child loose in traffic before I taught her to look both 

ways, if it were up to me, nobody would be let loose online until they read Net-
worked. From the stories of real people whose lives have been changed, often for 
the better, by their interactions with contemporary online social networks, to the 
sociological and psychological theories that explain how life is really changing in 
the age of ‘networked individualism,’ this is a must-read manual for life online to-
day.” –Howard Rheingold, critic and author of Net Smart, Tools for Thought, 
The Virtual Community, and Smart Mobs.

Joy of Censorship: Championing Free Speech in 41 States 
—And Counting

In “The Joy of Cen-
sorship,” his nationally 
acclaimed program which 
he has performed in 41 
states, MAD Magazine 
Senior Editor Joe Raiola 
reflects on the day’s most 
hotly debated first amend-

ment issues with great insight and humor.
From Sarah Palin’s now infamous gun sight map to Comedy Central’s censor-

ing of South Park; from the deletion of the word “nigger” in a recent edition of The 
Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, to the burning of the Koran, and to the Supreme 
Court’s ruling in favor of the Westboro Baptist Church, no subject is off limits in 
Raiola’s passionately outspoken program.

The “Joy of Censorship” sheds light on the endless arguments over banned 
books, movie ratings, the FCC, the Patriot Act and the true meaning of obscenity. 
It also traces the unlikely and colorful history of MAD Magazine, from renegade 
publisher William Gaines’ historic showdown with the United States Senate over 
comic book censorship to MAD’s emergence as a revolutionary satiric force.

The program concludes with a unique slide presentation spotlighting many of 
MAD’s most controversial and outrageous covers and articles, followed by a lively 
Q-and-A session.

A favorite on the lecture circuit for nearly two decades, Raiola has appeared 
in “The Joy of Censorship” at countless colleges, theaters, public libraries and 

professional conferences, including the Henry Miller Library, Penn State, Yale and 
Nassau Community College in New York, where the show was captured live and 
broadcast nationally on C-Span’s American Perspectives.

Access, Schmaccess: Libraries in the Age of Information Ubiquity
The 21st century isn’t just here, it’s already 12 percent over. The presence of ubiq-

uitous access to a global information network, and the cultures that flourish on 
that network, change everything about Libraries... or do they? Eli Neiburger will 
highlight some of the contrasts between the Web Culture of this Century and the 
Broadcast Culture of the last century, and explore how the value, mission, and focus 
of libraries are impacted by this new cultural shift. Maybe the library of the future 
is not really so different from the library of the past...from a certain point of view.

Neiburger joined the staff of the Ann Arbor District Library (AADL) as a help-
desk technician in 1997 and has been responsible for AADL’s technology program 
since 2000. In his current role as Associate Director for IT & Production, Neiburger 
is responsible for technology planning, software development, digitization, events 
and marketing. He wrote “GAMERS... in the LIBRARY?!,” published in 2007 by 
ALA Editions, and has given talks across the U.S., Europe, and Australia about 
gaming, libraries, publishing and the Web. He serves on the boards of Bricks for 
Brains (a small LEGO Education nonprofit) and of Library Renewal (working to 
develop e-content solutions that work for libraries), and is the chairman of the 
Jhai Foundation, working to bring internet-powered telemedicine and economic 
development to rural communities in the developing world. ■
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reading in children through their endowment to support children’s literacy efforts.”

About the Margaret Peterson Giving Circle
The Margaret Peterson Giving Circle will consist of those who notify the Foun-

dation for BCPL that the Foundation has been designated as a beneficiary in their 
estate plans as well as those who make a gift of $10,000 or more to the Foundation’s 
endowment fund. Members will receive updates about Library and Foundation 
happenings and plans, be invited to annual BCPL Supporters Meeting, and have 
VIP access to Foundation events such as the annual Taste of the Town fundraiser.

About the Foundation for BCPL
Founded in 1991, the Foundation for BCPL provides funding for projects that 

encourage children and young adults to cultivate a life-long enthusiasm for reading 
and learning and acts as an advocate for the library to ensure that library services 
continue on into the future.

In 2010, the Foundation for BCPL began planning for a $1 million endowment 
campaign that will support children’s literacy efforts throughout the library sys-
tem. To date, they have over $540,000 designated for the endowment. ■

Allison E. Fisher Memorial Fund 
Makes Gift to the Foundation for 
Baltimore County Public Library
Heidi Gillis, Baltimore County Public Library

On Tuesday, November 13, officials of the Foundation for Baltimore  
 County Public Library gathered at the Towson Branch of the  
 Baltimore County Public Library (BCPL) to announce a gift of  
 over $11,300 from the Allison E. Fisher Memorial Fund. The  
 Foundation will add the gift to its endowment fund to support 

children’s literacy efforts, which was established in 2011.
This generous gift will also launch the Margaret Peterson Giving Circle, which 

consists of those who include the Foundation for BCPL in their estate plans or 
make a gift of $10,000 or more to the Foundation’s endowment fund. It is named 
after Margaret Peterson, a former BCPL employee who left the Foundation $475,000 
in her estate plans.

About the Allison E. Fisher Memorial Fund
The Allison E. Fisher Memorial Fund continues the legacy of Allison E. Fisher, 

who passed away from breast cancer at age 28. A 1987 honors graduate of Perry Hall 
High School, Fisher graduated magna cum laude from American University in 1991. 

While in college, she anchored the news at the college TV station, was a leader 
in student government, and completed summer internships with Baltimore County 
Public Library’s Library Video Network and the Baltimore County Public Schools’ 
television station.

After graduating from college, Fisher worked for WETA and Voice of America 
in Washington, D.C., then moved to California for positions with Channel One 
and Black Entertainment Television. She was an MBA candidate in entertainment 
management and an intern with the Academy of Television Arts & Sciences, re-
porting to the vice president for programming at the WB Network. More about 
Allison and the memorial fund can be found at www.allisonfisherfund.org. 

Pat Fisher, Allison’s mother and representative of the Allison E. Fisher Memo-
rial Fund, notes, “Allison was dedicated to learning and sharing information. She 
loved her time as an intern with BCPL, and we felt this was an excellent way to 
continue her legacy of learning and sharing. By contributing to this endowment, 
Allison’s memory stays alive as the Foundation for BCPL works to instill the love of 

From le f t  to  r ight : 
Foun d at ion  Board 
Members Councilman 
David Marks, Board 
President Jef f Smith, 
BCPL Director  Jim 
Fish, Ron Fisher, BCPL 
Board  o f  Tr u s te e s 
P r e s i d e n t  S h a r o n 
Knecht and Pat Fisher.

www.allisonfisherfund.org
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Goucher 
College 
Tops Design 
Competition
Angie Cochrun, Goucher College

Jeff Tryon Bruce Weller

Bruce Weller Jeff Tryon
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Goucher’s academic library—housed in the college’s flagship Athenaeum build-
ing—was named number one among Library Journal’s New Landmark Libraries 
for 2012. The awards were based on criteria such as overall design and construc-
tion excellence, response to community context and constraints, sustainability, 
functionality, innovation, and “beauty and delight.”

“The Athenaeum is the centerpiece of our campus and the literal, physical em-
bodiment of an educational experience that touches every aspect of our students’ 
lives,” said Goucher College President Sanford J. Ungar, the driving force behind 
the building. “It is exciting that others recognize the vision now at work in our in-
tellectual community.”

The Goucher Athenaeum opened in 2009 and serves a campus of more than 
1,800 undergraduate and graduate students not only with a high-tech library, but 
also with a public forum, classrooms, café, radio station, community service cen-
ter, an art gallery and places to meet and converse-all in one.

According to the Library Journal’s announcement on June 28, a panel of judges 
awarded the college first place for its “impressive architecture and creative spaces.”

“It is wonderful to be recognized as the number one place we know we are,” said 
Goucher College Librarian Nancy Magnuson. She said the new building has chal-
lenged the library to an even higher level of quality of service and programming. 

“It’s the incorporation of nonlinear thinking about the student that makes the 
Athenaeum a standout…rethinking how the library operates is what makes the 
building so successful,” said New Landmark Libraries Project Lead Louise Schaper. 

“The list of nontraditional services offered is staggering.”
The building was designed by architect RMJM/Hillier and received Gold certi-

fication according to the Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) 
Green-Building Rating System. 

Ungar said the Athenaeum is a key part of Goucher’s effort to be more and more 
green. “We’ve been incorporating sustainable design principles into our facilities 
planning for some time,” he said. “The Athenaeum was an integral part of the plan.”

Submissions for the 2012 New Landmark Libraries were solicited for academic 
libraries constructed between 2007 and 2011. Libraries at the University of Cali-
fornia, Ohio State University, South Mountain Community College, and Seattle 
University also were recognized. Full details on the 2012 winners can be found in 
the July issue of Library Journal and at www.libraryjournal.com/nll2012. 

More information on the Athenaeum can be found at www.goucher.edu/x17081.

xml. ■ ▶

%20www.libraryjournal.com/nll2012
www.goucher.edu/x17081.xml
www.goucher.edu/x17081.xml
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the number one 

place we know  
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“It’s the incorporation of nonlinear thinking about the student that 
makes the Athenaeum a standout…rethinking how the library 
operates is what makes the building so successful.”
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Advance Your Information Science Career 
with Drexel University Online
Drexel University Online, The iSchool, offers cutting-edge programs conveniently online. The iSchool at Drexel is 
internationally recognized for top-quality information science education. With 24/7 online flexibility, you can access 
classes online and receive the same distinguished degree as an on-campus student.

• MLA members receive a 20% tuition 
reduction for online programs through  
The iSchool at Drexel

• The iSchool at Drexel is ranked #9 among 
“America’s BEST Graduate Schools 2012” 
by U.S.News & World Report

• ALA accredited library science program
• No application fee!

• MS in Library & Information Science
• Post-Master’s Competitive Intelligence 

& Knowledge Management Studies 
Specialist Program

• Post-Master’s Digital Libraries Specialist 
Program

• Post-Master’s Youth Services Specialist 
Program

• Certificate in Healthcare Informatics
• And many more!

www.drexel.com/mla
Enter “MLA” as your affiliation code when you apply 

 to receive your 20% tuition reduction

Questions?  Contact: Colleen Haggerty |  (215) 895-6290  |  cmh384@drexel.edu

Features and BenefitsOnline Programs through The iSchool at Drexel
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James Kelly, Carroll County Public Library

The conversation about the evolving roles of libraries and librarians 
is not a new one. We have long discussed the simple truth that we must 
continue to adapt if we are to survive. If this is so, then how come many 
of us continue to struggle with change and with moving beyond merely 
talking? 

For some, the challenge on the local level is in reaching consensus on an honest, 
workable vision—one that is meaningful to the specific community—and in com-
mitting to it. For others, there is fear and anxiety in setting priorities, in letting go 
of traditional functions while pursuing a new direction. Some others might have 
a clear vision, but struggle to find a path to get there, with articulating the new 
skills that staff might need and in recognizing how services and spaces must evolve.

What would happen if we changed our mental model and really believed that 
libraries change lives? Would staff start to see their work less as a set of finite tasks 
and be more focused on cultivating relationships and empowering people? Would 

this help bring our work into greater focus and enable us to find creative approaches 
to the challenges outlined above? 

At the upcoming MLA-Dla Annual Conference, Library Associate Training In-
stitute (LATI) Coordinator and Organization Development Consultant Gail Griffith 
will lead an interactive and engaging preconference examining such questions. 

From Transactions to Transformations will help participants work through some 
of these issues and will demonstrate how shifting our mental models can bring 
about meaningful change more quickly. The group will create a shared vision for 
what new libraries might become. They will also learn practical tips for starting 
these kinds of conversations back home and, most importantly, for moving from 
dialogue to action. 

In recognition of the value of this work for library systems throughout our re-
gion, this preconference is generously co-sponsored by the Delaware Division of 
Libraries, the Maryland Library Association and Maryland’s Division of Library 
Development and Services. We hope to see you there! ■

Change and 
the Library 

Mental 
Model: 

 A 
Preconference 
Opportunity
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Maryland Libraries’ First 

Maker Meetup
Paula Isett, Maryland State Department of Education

T
he Division of Library Development and Services (DLDS) hosted the state’s 
first Maker Meetup at the West County Branch of the Anne Arundel Coun-
ty Public Library (AACPL) on Wednesday, Nov. 28. Library staff conversed 
with makers and had opportunities to experience the maker movement. 

The maker movement is a growing community of hobbyists and pro-
fessionals dedicated to making their own functional devices, whether it be 
technological gadgets, open source hardware and software, fashion apparel, home 
decorating, or nearly any other aspect of physical life. Makerspaces and hacker-
spaces are shared work areas where people mix design, technology, art, science 
and even food to create a type of breeding ground for creative projects that may 
or may not be commercial. 

“Public libraries have an awesome opportunity to partner with the Maker 
community,” said Irene Padilla, Assistant State Superintendent for Library Devel-
opment and Services. “I am delighted that the Division of Library Development 
and Services was able to bring this event to Maryland, funded by a federal Library 
Services and Technology Act grant.”

The keynote speaker, Jeff Sturges, explained to the audience how he enjoys 
making things and connecting people. Inspired by his experience, the MIT Fab 
Lab (http://fab.cba.mit.edu/), the Green Fab program (http://www.bronxgreenfab.org/), and the 
NYC Resistor hackerspace (http://www.nycresistor.com/), Sturges moved to Detroit to build 
community workshops such as the Mt. Elliott Makerspace (www.mtelliottmakerspace.

com/) and OmniCorpDetroit (http://omnicorpdetroit.com). Sturges shared how he was able 
to implement the Maker space by taking advantage of resources and people who 
already work in our library spaces.

After the initial welcome and introduction, participants circled round the Mak-
er tables and experimented with various tools and computers. Towson University 
Object Lab demonstrated the MakerBot for the audience. Other makers encour-
aged participants to create yarn out of plastic bags and to experiment with various 
shapes in a wind tunnel.

A follow-up meeting will be held June 1, 2013 at the Enoch Pratt Free Library. A 
large, all-day Maker Meetup is planned for that date. ■

▲ Towson University’s Object Lab 
demonstrates the MakerBot and the 
articles it can produce

◀ Irene Padilla , Assistant State 
Superintendent for Libraries, solders 
an electronic device at the Maker 
Meetup at West County Library.

http://fab.cba.mit.edu/
http://www.bronxgreenfab.org/
http://www.nycresistor.com/
www.mtelliottmakerspace.com/
www.mtelliottmakerspace.com/
http://omnicorpdetroit.com
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RDA from a Non Cataloger’s Point of View
Mary Elizabeth Murtha, University of Baltimore Law Library

Many of us in the non-cataloging capacity have heard of RDA, and 
may even have seen an RDA record or two. But what actually 
is RDA anyway? It is short for Resource Description and Ac-
cess. It replaces AACR2 (Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules, 
Section Edition), and as of June 2010 was tested by U.S.federal 

Libraries, the Library of Congress, and other libraries. In early 2013, RDA will be 
fully implemented by the Library of Congress and will be available to the masses.

It will be up to individual institutions to decide when and if to implement RDA, 
and it will be a gradual transition. On the plus side, RDA is compatible with exist-
ing records. Revisions are continuously being made to RDA. RDA defines what the 
individual data elements are, is used with MARC (Machine Readable Cataloging), 
and indicates the relationship of the works and its creators.

Some of the changes include what we see in the catalog record. There is also new 
terminology used in the record. For instance, what is called a heading in AACR2 
will be called the Authorized Access Point in RDA. The author is now the creator, 
and the uniform title is now the preferred title. Corporate names are spelled out. 
In simple terms, there are fewer abbreviations and is more spelled out. RDA also 

implements a new principle of “Take what you see and accept what you get.”
There will consequently be changes in Integrated Library System (ILS) functions, 

including the capability of loading new MARC fields. The way the record will display 
and index may alter, as well as how items display in the catalog. It is a good idea 
to talk to your ILS vendor regarding what their company is doing to support fields. 
MARC records are also changing with new fields and more discrete data elements.

There are many opportunities to attend various training sessions on RDA. MLA’s 
Technical Services Division (TSD) is planning a program on RDA and Authorities 
in early March, to be held at the Anne Arundel Community College. Stay tuned for 
further details! TSD is also planning a program during the MLA-DLA Joint Confer-
ence on cataloging media material using RDA, which will highlight the portions of 
RDA most relevant to media catalogers, the significant differences between AACR2 
and RDA, and the media-specific resources available to help out new and experi-
enced catalogers. There will be further information sent out regarding the program 
closer to the conference.

If you would like to help plan a program for TSD, or have program or discussion 
ideas, please contact Mary Elizabeth Murtha, TSD President, at mmurtha@ubalt.
edu. ■
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Lynn Supp, Baltimore County Public Library

The Silent Auction at the MLA-DLA Annual Conference has been one of 
the highlights of the event over the last several years. Wonderful items 
and services are donated by a variety of individuals and businesses 
and the revenue generated goes a long way to support MLA’s various 
programs. 

The Associates, Paraprofessionals and Library Support Staff Division (APLSS) 
Steering Committee presents several MLA programs annually. Lynn Supp, a mem-
ber of the APLSS Steering committee, is a certified Maryland Master Gardener. 
Last year, she donated her services to the auction. These services included a gen-
eral garden consultation, which covered diagnosis and recommendations to solve 
any existing problems or diseases, advice on replacement of anything beyond help, 
and plans for any new garden the winner desired.

The winner of last year’s auction item owns a waterfront property in Eastern 
Baltimore County that has, for the most part, a lovely view of Back River. A nov-
ice gardener, she and her husband have made a good start with small trees and 
shrubs. They asked for advice on a few diseased plants and wanted suggestions 
for how to screen the view of their commercial neighbors, who were obviously not 
concerned with aesthetics. 

Lynn toured the property and wrote up recommendations for the existing prob-
lems. Owners of waterfront property are stewards of the Chesapeake Bay. They 
have a responsibility to use chemicals and pesticides responsibly or, ideally, not 
at all. Lynn was able to give the couple eco-friendly solutions, which utilized the 
training she recently completed for her Bay-Wise Certification.

Lynn’s plans suggested planting low flowering shrubs in front of the screened 
porches that overlook the water. This allowed for a view of the plants without block-
ing the view of the water. A living fence of assorted native evergreen and deciduous 
trees were recommended for screening the commercial neighbors. Native perenni-
als planted in a sunny spot will provide food and habitat for pollinators and birds.

The winner and her husband were pleased with the plans. They will complete 
their project over one year’s time and can email Lynn with questions any time 
during the project. 

So, please participate in 2013’s Silent Auction. Lynn Supp’s Master Gardener 
consultation is only an example of the great ways to get terrific goods and services, 
have lots of fun, and support MLA. All in all, it’s a “win-win” situation. ■

The Silent Auction…

A “Win- 
 Win”
for Everyone!
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Jill Craig, Western Maryland Regional Library
Lincoln’s Emancipation Proclamation was issued on January 1, 1863, proclaim-

ing all slaves in Confederate territory free. However, Maryland was not in rebellion 
and therefore Maryland slaves were not freed by a federal decree. It took a change 
to the Maryland Constitution, which was proclaimed by Governor Bradford on 
November 1, 1864, after statewide vote on the issue.

The Western Maryland Regional Library has created a website to provide in-
sight into the lives of slaves in two counties, Washington and Allegany, from 1790 
to 1864, using images from the Hagerstown and Cumberland newspapers. This 
new collection, “Slaves and Free African Americans, Reports and opinions from 
the newspapers of Hagerstown, Washington County, and Cumberland, Allegany 
County, Maryland, 1790 to 1864,” is now available at www.whilbr.org. 

Primary source material that has survived from this time period is usually re-
stricted to court documents like wills, jail records, manumissions, and the small 
collection of church records that included African American births, deaths, and 
marriages. Therefore the newspapers, which admittedly, often provide a limited 
view of African Americans since no people of color wrote for these papers, at least 
provide some comprehension of the lives of this population over the years. 

While the Allegany County slave population of 666 and Washington County 
slave population of 1,435 in 1860 are much smaller in number than the 12,479 in 
Prince George’s County and 9,653 in Charles County in the same year, slaves and 
free African Americans dealt with similar issues throughout the state. Slaves were 
bought, sold, and hired out. Slaves ran away and were captured. As the Fugitive 
Slave laws were either enforced or ignored and the Civil War heated up, large num-
bers of slaves from the south travelled through Maryland to reach Pennsylvania 
and beyond. Free people of color were, at various times, restricted in their move-
ments and activities, threatened with removal from the state, or jailed on suspicion 
of being runaways. 

What the Hagerstown and Cumberland papers present are advertisements for 
large numbers of runaways and sales of slaves. Many described the person and of-
fered a reward. For example,  Sam, “about thirty years of age, nearly six feet high, 
tolerably stout frame, though not fleshy” ran away from Andrew Bruce in Frost 
Town/Frostburg in 1833 and a reward of $50 was offered in The Advocate, Cum-
berland, June 4, 1833. In 1852 there was a “Slave Stampede” when fourteen slaves 
belonging to Mrs. Pendleton of Hagerstown, ran away. “A number of persons, who 
do not ‘loath’ the Fugitive Slave Law, are in hot pursuit of them” (Herald of ▶

New at WHILBR.org
Online Collection Provides 

Insights into the  
Experiences of Slaves and 

Free African Americans in 
Western Maryland,  

1790 to 1864

www.whilbr.org
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Freedom & Torch Light. August 11, 1852).
Free people of color were often treated harshly. Nathan Parker was jailed for 

three years for aiding a runaway in 1831. James Matson, a free man of color, was 
fined for having unlawfully “emigrated” to Maryland and was sold as a slave in 
1842 when he could not pay the fine. John and Catherine McDaniel were reported 
as saying they “would rather be slaves in Maryland than freeman in Pennsylvania” 
(Torch Light, January 11, 1847)

 Some of the opinions of the editors and writers to the Hagerstown newspaper 
were strongly worded.

“There is evidently a secret influence at work in this County, which, if not dis-
covered and frustrated, will, ere ten years elapse, effect a total abolition of Slavery. 
Some of our neighbors of the free States are determined to rob us of our slaves at 
all hazards ; and hence, it behooves every friend to the laws of this State, and the 
rights of his fellow citizens, to be vigilant, and the officers of our County should 
be especially active.”  (Herald of Freedom, September 18, 1846)

By 1864, the arguments to end slavery take on a financial tone:
“Until the dawn of that brighter era in the history of Maryland when she shall 

have emerged from the night of Slavery into the full day of Freedom and Prosper-
ity… We conceive it to be the duty of every freeman in the Commonwealth to be 
active, earnest and vigilant in his efforts to place Maryland among the great Free 
Labor States, whose manufacturing, mining, agricultural and commercial indus-
try is identical with ours.” (Herald and Torch Light, September 21, 1864.)

 This collection makes use of the work carried out by the Historic Newspaper 
Indexing Project of the Washington County Free Library. The majority of these 
entries come from the Hagerstown newspapers, though some items have been in-
cluded from the Cumberland newspapers, taken from Al Feldstein’s Allegany County 

African American History and the Alleganian from Allegany College of Maryland.
 Explore the full collection at http://www.whilbr.org/westernmdslaves/index.aspx . ■

http://www.whilbr.org/AlleganyAfricanAmericans/index.aspx
http://www.whilbr.org/AlleganyAfricanAmericans/index.aspx
http://www.whilbr.org/westernmdslaves/index.aspx
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It Takes More Than  
Warm Porridge  

to Make a  
Goldilocks Zone

By Diane K. Fisher
The “Goldilocks Zone” describes the region of a solar system that is just the right 

distance from the star to make a cozy, comfy home for a life-supporting planet. It 
is a region that keeps the planet warm enough to have a liquid ocean, but not so 
warm that the ocean boils off into space. Obviously, Earth orbits the Sun in our 
solar system’s “Goldilocks Zone.” 

But there are other conditions besides temperature that make our part of the 
solar system comfortable for life. Using infrared data from the Spitzer Space Tele-
scope, along with theoretical models and archival observations, Rebecca Martin, 
a NASA Sagan Fellow from the University of Colorado in Boulder, and astronomer 
Mario Livio of the Space Telescope Science Institute in Baltimore, Maryland, have 
published a new study suggesting that our solar system and our place in it is spe-
cial in at least one other way. 

This fortunate “just right” condition involves Jupiter and its effect on the as-
teroid belt. 

Many other solar systems discovered in the past decade have giant gas ▶

Our solar system is represented by the middle scenario, where the gas giant planet has 
migrated inward, but still remains beyond the asteroid belt.
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planets in very tight orbits around their stars. Only 19 out of 520 solar systems 
studied have Jupiter-like planets in orbits beyond what is known as the “snow 
line”—the distance from the star at which it is cool enough for water (and ammo-
nia and methane) to condense into ice. Scientists believe our Jupiter formed a bit 
farther away from the Sun than it is now. Although the giant planet has moved a 
little closer to the Sun, it is still beyond the snow line. 

So why do we care where Jupiter hangs out? Well, the gravity of Jupiter, with its 
mass of 318 Earths, has a profound effect on everything in its region, including the 
asteroid belt. The asteroid belt is a region between Mars and Jupiter where millions 
of mostly rocky objects (some water-bearing) orbit. They range in size from dwarf 
planet Ceres at more than 600 miles in diameter to grains of dust. In the early so-
lar system, asteroids (along with comets) could have been partly responsible for 
delivering water to fill the ocean of a young Earth. They could have also brought 
organic molecules to Earth, from which life eventually evolved.

Jupiter’s gravity keeps the asteroids pretty much in their place in the asteroid 
belt, and doesn’t let them accrete to form another planet. If Jupiter had moved in-
ward through the asteroid belt toward the Sun, it would have scattered the asteroids 
in all directions before Earth had time to form. And no asteroid belt means no 
impacts on Earth, no water delivery, and maybe no life-starting molecules either. 
Asteroids may have also delivered such useful metals as gold, platinum, and iron 
to Earth’s crust.

But, if Jupiter had not migrated inward at all since it formed farther away from 
the Sun, the asteroid belt would be totally undisturbed and would be a lot more 
dense with asteroids than it is now. In that case, Earth would have been blasted 
with a lot more asteroid impacts, and life may have never had a chance to take root. 

The infrared data from the Spitzer Space Telescope contributes in unexpected 
ways in revealing and supporting new ideas and theories about our universe. Read 
more about this study and other Spitzer contributions at spitzer.caltech.edu. Kids 
can learn about infrared light and enjoy solving Spitzer image puzzles at spaceplace.

nasa.gov/spitzer-slyder.

This article was provided by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute 
of Technology,under a contract with the National Aeronautics and Space Admin-
istration. MLA, as a Space Place Partner, has access to this article for publication.

Mario Livio Rebecca Martin

Dr. Lyman Spitzer Jr., one of the 20th century’s most distinguished scientists and the man 
for whom the Spitzer Space Telescope is named.

http://www.spitzer.caltech.edu/
http://spaceplace.nasa.gov/spitzer-slyder
http://spaceplace.nasa.gov/spitzer-slyder
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MLA is now offering three ter-
rific blends of coffee. If you find 
one to your liking, visit Cabin 

Creek Roasters to order today!
Enjoy these unique coffees 

while enriching the programs 
and services of the Maryland 
Library Association.

Readers’ Brew is 100% Arabica Coffee grown 
in Guatemala and fresh roasted by our Roast-
master at Cabin Creek Roasters. This Fair 
Trade and Organic coffee, a blend of Bourbon, 
Caturra, Catuai beans, evokes ripe cherries in 
balance with chocolate and spices. In the cup 
it produces a mild, balanced coffee with nice 
body, and excellent floral tones and fruitiness.

Margaret’s Choice is 100% Arabica Cof-
fee grown in Brazil and fresh roasted by our 
Roastmaster at Cabin Creek Roasters. The va-
rieties used to produce this bird friendly coffee 
are among the highest quality producing Ara-
bica beans available: Yellow and Red Bourbon, 
Yellow and Red Catuai, and Red Mundo Novo. 
In the cup it produces stable and naturally me-
dium body with berries, dark chocolate and 
a hint of nuts. The stability and sweetness of 
this coffee makes for a rich taste that lingers 
smoothly in the aftertaste.

Dewey’s Decaf is 100% Arabica Coffee grown 
in Mexico and fresh roasted by our Roastmas-
ter at Cabin Creek Roasters. This Swiss Water 
Processed Decaf produces a smooth/rich cup 
with a very strong chocolate bottom and a lit-
tle sweeter top for a medium/full body taste. 
All this taste makes it hard to believe that it’s 
decaffeinated.

Support 
your MLA 

with every 
sip of 

our new 
Coffees!
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Baltimore County Public 
Library’s Michelle Hamiel 
Recipient of 2012 Partridge 
Award
Josh McCready, Baltimore County Public Library 

 The Baltimore County Public Library (BCPL) is pleased to an-
nounce that Michelle Hamiel, branch manager of the Woodlawn 
Branch, is the 2012 recipient of the James Partridge Outstanding Af-
rican American Information Professional Award. Presented by the 
College of Information Studies at the University of Maryland and 
the Citizens for Maryland Libraries, the award honors the unsung 
members of the library profession who contribute greatly but who 
are often behind the scenes and do not receive public recognition for 
their important contributions to librarianship and the library com-
munity. The award ceremony took place on November 9, 2012 at the 
Nyumburu Center, University of Maryland College Park.

“My job gives me the opportunity to change people’s lives and I 
love it!” said Ms. Hamiel. “I am truly grateful to be honored for it.”

 Ms. Hamiel received her MLS from the University of Maryland 
in 2003 and has worked for BCPL for over 23 years. She has been the 
manager of BCPL’s Woodlawn Branch for nine years, where she has 
led the branch through an aggressive series of outreach and part-
nership efforts intended to involve underserved segments of the 
community.  She has been instrumental in launching after-school 
programs for teens to enhance their academic and life skills, a sup-
port project for ex-criminal offenders, bilingual/multilingual story 
times to promote early literacy and special sensory story times for 
autistic children.

Ms. Hamiel was also instrumental in the expansion of the 
Woodlawn Branch and the construction of Storyville West, one of 
BCPL’s two award-winning interactive early literacy learning cen-
ters designed specifically for children ages birth through 5 and their 

caregivers to promote the development of important kindergarten readiness skills. 
More recently, she has taken part as a mentor in the Information and Diverse Pop-
ulations Concentration at the University of Maryland iSchool.

 The James Partridge Award is presented annually to an outstanding African 
American information professional in honor of contributions made to the infor-
mation profession. James Partridge, for whom the award is named, was a true 
advocate for the right of all people to read and to learn. His life-long dedication 
was without accolades and the deserved level of recognition. A recipient must, like 
James Partridge, exemplify the highest ideals of the library/information profes-
sion including, career-long dedicated service, leadership and a commitment to the 
empowerment of those whom they serve. ■

United States Naval Academy Hires 
New Library Staff
Robert Frye, United States Naval Academy, Nimitz Library

The United States Naval Academy (USNA) is pleased to announce two new staff 
appointments. 

Brianna Buljung has joined the Nimitz Library at the USNA as reference-bibli-
ographer for Engineering and Computer Science.

David Dudek has joined the Nimitz Library as Head of Access Services. ■

library people
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This Issue: An Observation: Changes at NASA Goddard Research Library
Cathy Wagner, http://lovespeciallibraries.blogspot.com

The NASA Goddard Space Flight Center in Greenbelt, Maryland is one of many 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration facilities in the United States. 
NASA Goddard is a research facility with an area of focus on “anything that goes 
into space that doesn’t involve people,” which is a simplified explanation from one 
of the library staff given during a tour of the library at the center last year. 

The library at NASA Goddard is unique in that it closed the doors to the physical 
space in January 2012 and has become a fully digital service. An internal memo 
released in October describes some of the reasons for the change, primarily as a re-
sponse to changes in the research environment. Resources were refocused “toward 
enhanced electronic collections and new services vital for Goddard to continue to 
be productive and competitive in scientific research.” The staff primarily focuses 
on services such as bibliographic and citation research and they are embedded 
with divisions to provide current awareness services on information relevant to 
research groups, and provide reference services via phone and email to NASA staff. 
The Goddard library has a closed collection serving agency staff and affiliates and 
is not open to the public. Many federal libraries operate in closed environments, 
focused on providing services to agency staff with minimal public access to col-
lection and staff. The Goddard library website is only available through NASA VPN 
and on the center campus. 

The library does have a Facebook Page, and some information is accessible to 
the public through virtual library portals. For example, the Balloon Technology 
Database (http://gsfcir.gsfc.nasa.gov/balloontech), is a collection of digital docu-
ments and citations for print materials related to balloon technology. Also, the 
Library Repository (http://gsfcir.gsfc.nasa.gov/) provides access to publications 
and resources created by the NASA Goddard Space Center. Another virtual library 
provided by NASA, administered by NASA Center for Aerospace Information is the 

NASA Technical Reports Server (http://
ntrs.nasa.gov/search.jsp). For general in-
formation and science related reference 
questions, the public is directed to con-
tact their local public libraries.

The NASA Goddard Library space is 
impressive. Last year, the library space 
was a large environment with a beautiful reading room, high ceilings and massive 
picture windows looking out onto the other buildings at the center. There were 
stacks on two levels, with a mezzanine. There were offices, seating areas, and com-
puters. The overall design has a very 1960’s feel. With the closure of the physical 
location, the future of the physical collection and physical space was still being 
determined last year. A post on the Facebook page from October 10, 2012 said the 
library is offering new open hours from noon-5pm, so it may still be in use by re-
searchers. However, the collection development and new acquisitions had shifted 
focus to entirely electronic resources last year and that may still be the trend. The 
labs on site are fascinating and if you ever have the opportunity for a tour, it is 
highly recommended. You may be able to see where parts of the James Webb Space 
Telescope are being worked on, and so much more! ■

Crab Pot
The Maryland Library Catch of the Day

http://lovespeciallibraries.blogspot.com
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Mary Baykan, MLA Legislative Officer
It seems that the shortest distance between two points is when Maryland’s Gen-

eral Assembly adjourns in April and then reconvenes the following year in January. 
This year the Maryland General Assembly’s legislative session begins on Wednes-
day, January 9th and ends on Monday, April 8th, 2013, with the promise of a lot of 
activity in between. Hopefully, this session will not be as tense as it was in the last 
few years. While we still have a projected deficit to close, it is much smaller than 
the deficit that the General Assembly had to contend with in the last four sessions.

In the grand scheme of things, what is a mere $500 million in the face of $2-$3 
billion? The teacher pension issue was somewhat put to rest during the last two 
sessions. In 2011 the General Assembly changed the eligibility requirements and 
increased the employee contribution rate. In 2012, they succeeded in starting the 
push down of the employer’s share of pension contributions to local government. 
The Department of Legislative Services issued a report telling the Governor and the 
legislators how much revenue they expect to be collected over the course of Fiscal 
2014 and, therefore, how much Maryland can spend. This Spending Affordabil-
ity Report became public in the first few weeks of December 2012. The Governor 
must present his balanced budget to the General Assembly by January 16, 2013. The 
General Assembly must approve a balanced budget by April 1st without risking 
either extending the session past the April 8th close of session or having to come 
back for a special session like they had to this past summer.

What does this all mean for libraries?  Well, like the rest of Maryland, librar-
ians will be watching closely for the budget to be made public to see if libraries are 
fiscally impacted in any way. Librarians will also be working statewide in support 
of a bill that will change the capital grant funding formula for public libraries, 
making it easier for public library systems with smaller budgets to come up with 
the required match. While no library eligible for capital grant project funds will 
have to match more than 50% of monies awarded under the grant, a sliding scale 

formula is being introduced in the bill that, if passed, will require a smaller rev-
enue match from many of our county systems. 

Librarians are also currently working on having the State Department of Trans-
portation restore library directional signage on state roads. Last year, there was 
success in passing a bill that designated Maryland’s public libraries as essential 
community services in times of emergencies by the Maryland Emergency Manage-
ment Administration (MEMA). Therefore, it becomes critical that our citizens can 
identify where their nearest local library is during times of man-made or natural 
disasters.

Mark your calendars for February 13th, for the annual Maryland Library Day 
in Annapolis.  Library advocates will come to Annapolis from all over the state to 
meet with their delegations to promote support for libraries. Come and be part of 
the fun and excitement. The day starts with a briefing at the Circuit Court Library 
of Anne Arundel County. Maryland Library Day proclaimed in both the Senate 
and House chambers as well. A reception to end the day in the Miller Senate Build-
ing is also planned.  Every year Maryland Library Day is bigger and better attended.

Of course, librarians must be prepared for the unknown. For example, we must 
be vigilant in identifying legislation introduced that seems to come out of nowhere 
and, if passed, will have severe consequences for libraries. The one thing to take 
away from all of this is that we should “expect the unexpected” and be ready to 
rally in defense of libraries and those who depend on them. ■

A  View from State Circle 
and Capitol Hill

This Issue:  Maryland General 
Assembly: 2013 Session
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